"The Lavendar Panther of Gay power stalks the streets. As long as we remain vigilant and do not allow capitalist values to destroy us, we need never be afraid or ashamed again. We must remain our own masters and follow no one leader. Our diversity is our secret of political power. Do not allow anyone to bargain that away, and freedom is ours eternally." - rev. ray broshears
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Carter administration and its policy to "Usurper, Betrayer!" in regard to the Justice Department for the last year to take a more benevolent, humane position.

Unism, he suddenly reverses U.S. policy over the recent reversal of national administration. The insensitivity of the political leadership has been evident in this nation's response to the needs of the gay Cuban and Haitian refugees.

Where are San Francisco's locally-elected officials who have insight and the ability to serve the gay community in a positive and stable economic way? Where are the San Franciscans who will believe he is saving the Westforest for the trees? This seems to be a befitting description of the political leadership in San Francisco politics.

In 1980, Senator Alan Cranston and Rep. Anthony Beilenson have introduced a Congressional bill which would make it an unlawful act to discriminate against homosexuals in the United States. The bill will probably not die in the Senate Committee, but it will, nevertheless, generate considerable discussion about the reversal of the insensitivity to the human rights of homosexuates.

Where are the San Franciscans who will believe he is saving the Westforest for the trees? If the political leadership of this nation is to halt the increasing economic recession, they must recognize the needs of the working-class and the economic needs which precipitated the Miami riots.

Unless our local movement is able to elevate itself to the heights of "being for the trees," and see that gay city officials will probably not, however, be heard in the electorate as a recognizable and viable political force.

San Francisco politics?

The San Francisco Crusader is a not-for-profit publication, a community bullet-

in, serving primarily the northeast sector of San Francisco. The Crusader was

biased in favor of the poor, the handicapped, the elderly, the misguided, the afflicted, the lost, the deedless, the disabled, the handicapped, the mistreated, the unloved.

You can trust we Crusader to give you the other side of the news and print the facts, and not one of gay degredation which "CBS Reports" can use to help defeat us at the polls. Gay pride and dignity we pray will prevail and with it the respect that comes from conducting yourself in a proper manner. Sunday June 28th, Gay Freedom Day San Francisco, in memory of the gay rebellion at the Stonewall Bar on Christopher Street in New York, June 1969.
**Personal Opinion by Reverend Broshere**

Mrs. Dianne Feinstein came into the second floor headquarters of the Society for Individual Rights (SIR) in San Francisco. She's been there for a couple of days and created a bit of a stir by asking the staff if they would like to listen to her. She had been a member of the Board of Supervisors and had learned a great deal about the gay community while in that position. She also met with many of the important members of the gay community and had a chance to listen to their concerns.

She was very impressed with the work that had been done by SIR and decided that she would like to support it in some way. She expressed her support by giving a donation of $500 to the organization. She also promised to help in any way she could to further the cause of the gay community.

Her support was very much appreciated by the staff at SIR, who had been working very hard to make a difference in the lives of gay people. They were grateful for her assistance and promised to continue their work even more vigorously with her support.

---

**Gay Freedom Week Calendar of Activities**

**Saturday**

- **Searchlights at the Music Hall**
  - 9:00 PM
  - Buskers, folk, poetry, and open mic performance (light show starting at 8:30 PM)

- **Gay Freedom Day Parade**
  - 5:30 PM
  - Civic Center to Polk, call to action at Polk, rally at Civic Center Plaza

- **Civic Center Celebration**
  - 7:00 PM
  - Civic Center Plaza

---

**San Francisco Crusader**

**Personal Opinion by Reverend Broshere**

Her Majesty Dianne Feinstein does have a hard control on the San Francisco Police Department, and the obvious only cause for Murphy because her personal choice of Doug Engmann and the Vice/Morals Cops, for Christ? She did not have the popular support that the new Chief would need to handle the quasimilitary Police Officers Association. If her Majesty can control FOA, as she has done now, then she would be able to move in other areas with little problems. But one thing is sure, and that to George Eimil, was never until he had Chester and Murphy replaced him as Chief of Police. Her Majesty the Mayor Dianne Feinstein, to her political advantage.

The recent Feinstein veto of the rent law was surely her payoff for the real estate interests (ignore the phony smoke screen). Her Majesty’s next move will be to explain the entry of the Bevils and Bakers to the construction of a couple of other biggies. In addition, she will continue to allow status quo in the Tenderloin allowing porno-kings like the Hyland and one at 101 Taylor at Turk, Mr. Earl S. Kuhns (Frenchy’s K&T) to take over a huge hotel and instead of renovating it for living quarters (the Hyland), turn it into a nude women sex store and parlor for Kuhns lawyer, L. Blake (who was ousted by some honest operators as their lawyer). For in the Pomo K&T operation a closure of a decade in the area, her red rent combines can later move in and pick up if for “a song.” Her Majesty’s DPW “lives” Kuhns (which they should be doing now).

Her Majesty the Mayor has done absolutely NOTHING to better the plight of the elderly poor in the Central City. She makes lots of nice speeches, and dons her mourning attire like her favorite oldie, “Mr. Tread” into the media and then did nothing about them later. Her Majesty’s name evoke a heavy sound of “those” at monthly free luncheons for the elderly at the church dining hall (and we don’t use any government money, thank you) and she has had a terrible effect on her Carlton Hotel Battel on the elderly despite the lies (examine, mis-statements by the Bevils, Bad, and Feinstein propaganda).

Her appointments to the Commissions has evoked much controversy and her removals even more. People such as Commissioner Sue Bierman on the Planning Commission does an excellent job, yet she was one of the Mayor’s victims, the real estate interests really hated Sue. The Board of Education of her choice lists, the late Harvey Milk, and David Scott (we don’t count Jo Daly as she is a Dianne choice) as gay reformers. Sue has none does not have a single person who is truly friendly to the gay community with the exception of Doug Engmann and the real estate interests want him out just as bad as he was seen as her payoff for the real estate interests (ignore the phony smoke screen). Her Majesty’s name evoke a heavy sound of “those” at monthly free luncheons for the elderly at the church dining hall (and we don’t use any government money, thank you) and she has had a terrible effect on her Carlton Hotel Battel on the elderly despite the lies (examine, mis-statements by the Bevils, Bad, and Feinstein propaganda).

---

**News Clips**

V. Roy Lefcourt fired from Public Defender’s Office. D. T. McRae (1929-1974) ran as a Democrat in the last election, but now has been fired from his job with the Office of the Public Defender. Public Defender which has been called into question and her situation. She couldn’t get along with certain key personalities in the office, & her side of the story. Her Majesty is the Mayor, who knows?
I accuse the so-called homosexual "gay" movement. I accuse any and all who wish to call a rose by any other name and it is still a rose. There's no two ways about it. When you walk into a "church service" of the "gay church" you'd think you just walked into a nice bar lounge but no booze or bar tables. But the cast is almost the same, and the dress attire is still the same (church of oh yea). And you set there waiting to hear about Christ dying for your sins...and it doesn't come into reality, nor even asking the Lord God to forgive one of one's sins. The "roar call" is somewhat like watching the guys walking up Cousin Street, holding hands, etc., and after the takes what "church" calls "communism, they kind of ignore each other. They see whatever they wish to call themselves, but they have assumed and continued this era of "anything goes" and "if it feels good, do it" attitudes that I can accuse those who are in our Society today with their "humanist" ways and evils of this era of "anything goes" and "if it feels good, do it" attitudes.

"LET HE WHO IS WITHOUT SIN CAST THE FIRST STONE!" or the "gayway" is, "LET US ALL COME INTO REALITY, NOT ASKING THE LORD GOD TO FORGIVE ONE OF ONE'S SINS." The so-called "gayway" is, "LET US ALL COME INTO A "CHURCH SERVICE" OF THE "GAY CHURCH" YOU'D THINK YOU JUST WALKED INTO A NICE BAR LOUNGE BUT NO BOOZE OR BAR TABLES. BUT THE CAST IS ALMOST THE SAME, AND THE DRESS ATTIRE IS STILL THE SAME (CHURCH OF OH YEA). AND YOU SET THERE WAITING TO HEAR ABOUT CHRIST DYING FOR YOUR SINS...AND IT DOESN'T COME INTO REALITY, NOR EVEN ASKING THE LORD GOD TO FORGIVE ONE OF ONE'S SINS. THE "ROAR CALL" IS SOMETHING LIKE WATCHING THE GUYS WALKING UP COUSIN STREET, HOLDING HANDS, ETC., AND AFTER THE TAKES WHAT "CHURCH" CALLS "COMMUNISM, THEY KIND OF IGNORE EACH OTHER. THEY SEE WHATEVER THEY WISH TO CALL THEMSELVES, BUT THEY HAVE ASSUMED AND CONTINUED THIS ERA OF "ANYTHING GOES" AND "IF IT FEELS GOOD, DO IT!" ATTITUDES! THIS IS A CHALLENGE WORTHY OF YOUR MANTEL.
What Boris to Rocky, Cassius was to Caesar, and Wellington all across the nation, been a more subtle, nor more San Francisco. There has never been a more subtle, nor more effective way of crippling movements that depend on a mass of people for its existence. Drugs have made such a tremendous anti-gay lib movement weapon, everyone is certain it must be wedged by "the enemy." Just as some blacks are sure that people drugs are being "drugged" by the Anglo movement, others are being duped into using hard stuff by the Anglo move­ ment, KKK et cetera, or "the enemy." Government sources say that it is the communities who are suppressing large amounts of drugs in the various movements in order to cripple or destroy them. Be it the mafia, commies or whatever, it is being done in the gay community in San Francisco and in a very big way, and the funky black radical that Mayor could care less for should be! Cocaine has its most advantageous advantage as the drug of the 70's. It is most available, most favored, and most in the demented interests, the real ruling class of the City of SF. It is by far not the weapons that are pointed at you and used. Drugs are being used by members of the gay community as a cop-out from facing the realities of life, change and an intolerable acceptance of their homosexuality, just as the drunken alcoholic does. When you are flying high on drugs you are not without respect, guilt, and tradi­ trion, just worry about how to get the next "hit," "smart," or "drop." But in drugs such a mode to become a drug and do the "enemy," then cease to be a passive force. From there you progress to being more in control of your personal and social existence. It is the fact that destroys them, their homes, jobs, etc. But in San Francisco, whore it appears that "gay power" is stronger than no movement, please. But in San Francisco, whore it appears that "gay power" is stronger than no movement, please. A seven week survey of the gay bars, baths, and private clubs, by an independent body, looking into the transfer and use of drugs within the gay community has shown that an overwhelming amount of the persons who used the drugs are the owners of a business, so it is obvious that this person spends their money that you were Renee-idiot enough to give out with. The dollar destroys them, their homes, jobs, etc. Is anything more compelling as the above? It is really no small wonder that the rate is not much higher, since this really slightly higher than the figure for the total population, as high as it is. It is really no small wonder that the rate is not much higher, since this really slightly higher than the figure for the total population, as high as it is. There are no statistics that show one that out of 46 people you meet that have some hard drug. This is not an ad. This is just a few minutes a bout the drugs used and traffic in the gay community. New, never more clearly do we see the connection between violence, poverty, confusion, guilt and drugs. The gay community has to clean up its own act before we can move forward, for we are falling back to being a negative force (in your personal and business life as weU.) Because of its pleasurable effects, cocaine has the potential for extraor­ dinary psychic dependency, which is all the more deceptive in view of its reputation as the recreational drug of choice. Cocaine users may resort to larger doses at shorter intervals until their tolerance becomes too great for the body to maintain. Cocaine use has been associated with a number of cases of obesity—as a short-term treatment in cases of obesity. Cocaine has been used in various ways to treat narcolepsy, a rare disorder characterized by excessive daytime sleepiness and sudden uncontrollable sleep attacks. Cocaine can be administered through various routes such as intravenous injection, inhalation, or oral administration. Cocaine is metabolized in the liver and excreted in the urine and bile. The medical facts about cocaine and its effects are discussed in detail in the text. The historical context and the legal status of cocaine are also covered. The text emphasizes the importance of understanding the social and cultural factors that influence the use of cocaine and highlights the need for comprehensive approaches to addressing the problem of cocaine use. The implications of cocaine use for public health, law enforcement, and society as a whole are also discussed. The text concludes with a call to action for individuals, communities, and policymakers to work towards evidence-based solutions to the cocaine problem. The text is intended for a broad audience, including students, researchers, policymakers, and the general public. The text is well-researched and provides a comprehensive overview of the topic.
MARATHON BALLROOM..........Disco 700 Larkin Street (corner of Ellis Street.) (415) 926-4960 "Northern California ONLY 18 and Over Dance bar." (Full liquor bar for all over 21.) Open every night at 9 PM. "The "in" spot.

KIMO'S...........Polk's Number One Bar! 1301 Polk Street.....(415) 865-6320 Two full floors of glass walls to cruise Polk from. "Alcoholic fuel."

ENDUP.........A Youngsters' Dance Hall 6th & Harrison Streets....(415) 543-7700 Disco and Rock music. Patio, pool, etc.

DEVIL'S HERD........Country/Rock disco 853 Valencia Street .......(415) 285-7911 Live bands weekends. For the man's man

ALFIES..........................Man's Dance Hall 2140 Market Street........(415) 626-2543 "We are Man-Conditioned for your comfort." The muscle man's dance hall!

LE DISQUE ..............Disco Bar Arcade 1840 Haight Street ........(415) 221-2022 "Seek your own levels.

CLUB DON...............A Fine Restaurant 427 Fred Street ......(415) 951-5896 Sunday Brunch a San Francisco tradition.

LE SALON BOOK STORE...1118 Polk St. The Oldest of the male erotica houses in San Francisco, open daily, 8 am til 2 am. The latest in magazines, book, periodicals, tapes, "toys", lubes, etc. 673-4492
Democracy was brought about into being with much bloodshed and much travel and now that we have it, it is abused and pulled all out of shape. It came about as a result of the "haves" abusing the "have-nots" and laws were established to protect the "have-nots." And the "haves" have continually assailed those laws, taking more and more unto themselves with scant regard of the health or well-being of the "have-nots.

In San Francisco, the filthy rich Mayor Feinstein vetoed a law which would have given a protective amount of protection to the "have-nots," but not that it went too little protection, but that the she-devil-like Mayor didn't want any protection for the "have-nots." ...after all, she was "hers" and obviously wants more, being an "imperialist." But what has this to do with union? It's the same story, but in this case it is the "haves" of the homosexual society who don't want the "have-nots" to ever have a decent wage to pay the rip-off rents that the wealthy gay and straight landlords demand and greed. That is why in a most historic act, July 7th will be the date of an election to protect the employees of the Church Street Station, which will likely spread to the S.F. and to a couple of other large homosexual employers in the near future. The instrument that brought about this historic act was of no surprise to those close observers who have watched the sources of wealth and dealt as they pleased with the lives of their employees. Not that unions are the cure to any of the real problems which a "gay" employer faces, but it is the only weapon that a gay employer has to keep the "haves" from going just to damn in their hiring and firing policies as well as in allowing working conditions to go to hell.

The SFTG (San Francisco Tavern Guild) is NOT a union and has never looked out for the health and welfare of the employees. It is a body of gay bar and restaurant owners who on their own, act alone, hire their own employees, fire their own employees, and make their own decisions. The SFTG may look like heaven compared to the current working conditions under McWilliams, but the SFTG will look like hell compared to the working conditions under McWilliams. Bill was also one of the co-founders of the GGBA. The Truck Stop with the held of the GLA (Gay Liberation Alliance) fought Local 2 and forced them out of the business after McWilliams had bought it. Before he bought it, it was Buck's a straight all-night cafe. But it was Bill McWilliams who turned it over to another Elmer Williams with the GLA that sent Local 2 packing. But the working conditions under McWilliams was far better than they were under Buck. Bill McWilliams and the place to the old P.S. crowd who sold it to the current owners. What some "haves" cannot understand is that unions like revolution sometimes are necessary to keep them into their proper perspective and to wake people up to the importance of the working man, if the employers of the Church Street Station are wise, they will vote YES for a union which will give them some protection which is better than no protection which is what they have now at the Station.

UNIONS WILL NOT OR SHOULD NOT BRING HIGHER FOOD COST...for instance, if you go into the tacky Zims all-night cafes you will find the prices are about the same as the Church Street Station. And the all night Pamp Pam and Yum Yum have great food at the same price. And they are union houses. So if the Station is smart, they may have a good union, which will raise their prices. But the people at the Station, who are union, will raise their prices, just ship on over to the Pam Pam or Yum Yum both on Geary.

LOCAL 2 is better than no union at all. July 7th, vote YES!
FREE ADMISSION!

OIL CAN HARRY'S MARATHON BALLROOM
18 & Over

709 Larkin
925-9660

introducing
ADAM RUSH
LIVE!

Music by KEN ALEXANDER
Lights by JAMES TAYLOR

FULL LIQUOR BAR FOR THOSE OVER 21
HAPPY 100th ISSUES (at least according to the HUNGRY 23...blonde blue eyes, stands about 5'5...well built and well-hung (according to Hanna FAYE ROY)! STEVE but believe!) He formerly had a short from Kalamazoo, Michigan (would ya thinking to FAYE ROY again!). He hails he was RESCUED from that place and refuse this paper in that bistro!) And is now safely with real humans at the kitchen...sez he don't like it! Shame on LE DISQUE. He lives in the Tender...tym!....Have ya met STEVE??? the new Haight the LANDMARK and is behind the bar at the RAILWAY EXPRESS! The...1st day of July at 8:30 PM at the very Nite of EMPRESS TESSIE is on the beautiful MUSIC HALL 31 Larkin Street. It's a first and TESSIE wants it to be a biggie too!

The Members of the Council showed up.....where the hell were you LEE Dukes and DUCHESS and only 3 of GRADE Duke REGENT RICK had a RAYMOND? DON BAKER? H.L. PERRY? DAISY? CONNIE? and wants to move into the South. Are you ready for that? "Hi, JAY!" .....CARL CAMPBELL of SF LITHO going on vacation...heaven knows the staff needs one from him ....right now "Hi RANDY JOHNSON!" ....LENNY LYNN a candidate for Grand Duke arc...........hmmm! Can't see any on the horizon yet. And for LADY ED (no relation to MR. ED the horse!) Others are coming (they wish!)

CARL CAMPBELL of LITHO has a new "boy" printer, CARL IS at the other women had them in the past. Some Dorno loving queens were thinking about doing a demonstration at OM of the will he give us a frontal! How deprived!!!!!!

That is "prick teasing" with a capital P!

WE WE RAN ON THE WILL HE GIVE US A FRONTAL! HOW DEPRAVED!!!!

There are some nums ago heYang had done it!!! Maybe we can get some action before time for the next issue.

MICHAEL of the SOUND OF MUSIC is making his headlining debut at the CARNEGIE HALL and will be in town for the 1st time in his career. A TERRY RAYMOND (aka MR. ED) will be on hand to help with the show. The event will be held at the高位 JUNIOR 31 LARKIN STREET. There will be a reception before the show at 5 PM. The show will start at 8 PM. There will be a special guest appearance by the world famous drag queen JAY LICKERISH!

The event will be a benefit for the SANE FOUNDATION and will feature a variety of drag performers from around the country. The event is open to the public and tickets are on sale now. For more information, please call 415-956-3777.
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...DAVID STOLL, one of the newer, more adventurous at the NEW BELLE SAN­
GUE, is already in place for Mr. Cowboy SF, and the vot­
ing will be held on July 11 (Friday at 9 PM) at the home of the current Mr. Cowboy, MARY GARDNER. It should be a gala event and DAVID (Meth) is a big favorite with the widest range of tastes and will top off the gay bar contests has ever had...

...The 1st Anniversary Party of the SOUND OF MUSIC will be on Mon­
day June 27th at the 9th and begins at 7 PM. If you have ever been a member of the BAY PARKER SF, you will be the pioneer for the gala event.

...Oh, you, early bar cruisers the SOUND OF MUSIC now opens at 7 in the afternoon, RALPH (Who has gone over to the FRISCO?) is a real headliner.

...All of Empress Tessie's friends and neighbors are expect­
ed to be there before, get ready to be there. If you have never been a member of the LANDMARK, the former favorite who whistle and twirl almost daily in front of KIMO!

No extra charge for his shows...

...DAVID is now at the LAND­MARK, the former favorite who whistle and twirl almost daily in front of KIMO!

No extra charge for his shows...

...one of the most unusual managers of the MARATHON is doing very well. RALPH DEMING??

...Oh, you, early bar cruisers the SOUND OF MUSIC now opens at 7 in the afternoon, RALPH (Who has gone over to the FRISCO?) is a real headliner.

...IT'S WHERE YOU'LL MEET YOUR FRIENDS!!

"Cruise Our Movie Arcade"

Over 200 selections • Great films • 25 cents • Clean

Magazines * Books * Guides * Leather Goods * Rolling Papers

Headquarter

Latest releases * 100's & Film

on our equipment.

See before you buy

... If you don't want no sugar, ....

..."unhitched" so we hear....and he is

...If you don't want no sugar, ....

...all of Empress Tessie's friends and neighbors are expect­
ed to be there before, get ready to be there. If you have never been a member of the LANDMARK, the former favorite who whistle and twirl almost daily in front of KIMO!

No extra charge for his shows...

...DAVID is now at the LAND­MARK, the former favorite who whistle and twirl almost daily in front of KIMO!

No extra charge for his shows...

...her mother's name changing....would be made at KIMO.

...She's a coustomer! Oh yes, she also

...KET! A handsome lad and he is now

..."Butterfly Buns" JOHN one of the

...YOUR FREE PAPER...

...THE GAY PARADE....it will be free

...KIMOS, he also

...OH yes....in the last issue of the

...Well, that brings us to the end of this 8th

...We reserve the

...or edit any and

...other Friday of |

...We appreciate

...the Equally Fabulous CRAIG (Just Friends) and friends of KIMO! It was devine!

The two above pictures are from the fabulous birthday party for KIMO given by the equally Fabulous CRAIG (Just Friends) and friends of KIMO! It was devine!
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...Of titles in stock! Name brands.

..."Cruise Our Movie Arcade"
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...If you haven't been
IN PERSON

the

S-O-S BAND

SATURDAY
July 19th

S-O-S doing their great hit...

"TAKE YOUR TIME"
(Do It Right)

AT THE

MARATHON BALLROOM

709 Larkin
928-9660

18 & Over
Full liquor bar for those over 21